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Obligatory assignments

Obligatory 1
I 23 out of 40 enrolled students have submitted their solutions, in 15
teams.

I Grades and scores will be announced by this weekend.
I Explanation of the results next week.

Obligatory 2
I Obligatory 2 ‘Word Embeddings and Convolutional Neural Networks’ is
published now.

I https:
//github.uio.no/in5550/2020/tree/master/obligatories/2

I Due March 6.
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How to make the world continuous?

(by Luis Fok on Quora)
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Dense Representations of Linguistic Features

Representations
I In the obligatory 1, we trained neural document classifiers...
I ...using bags of words as features.
I Documents were represented as sparse vocabulary vectors.
I Core elements of this representation are words,
I and they are in turn represented with one-hot vectors.
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One-hot representations: let’s recall

I BOW feature vector of the document i can be interpreted as a sum of
one-hot vectors (o) for each token in it:

I Vocabulary V from the picture above contains 10 words (lowercased):
[‘-’, ‘by’, ‘in’, ‘most’, ‘norway’, ‘road’, ‘the’, ‘tourists’, ‘troll’, ‘visited’].

I o0 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] (‘The’)
I o1 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0] (‘Troll’)
I etc...
I i = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1] (‘the’ and ‘road ’ occurred 2 times)
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One-hot representations: let’s recall

I The network is trained on words represented with integer identifiers:
I ‘the’ is the word number 6 in the vocabulary
I ‘most’ is the word number 3 in the vocabulary
I ‘visited ’ is the word number 9 in the vocabulary
I etc.

I Such features are discrete (categorical).
I a.k.a. one-hot.

I Each word is a feature on its own, completely independent from other
words.

I Other NLP tasks: categorical features for PoS tags, dependency labels,
etc.
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One-hot representations: let’s recall

Why discrete features might be bad?
I Features for words are extremely sparse:

I the feature ‘word form’ can take any of tens or hundreds of thousands
categorical values...

I ...each absolutely unique and not related to each other.
I Have to learn weight matrices with dim = |V |.
I Not efficient:

I A 50-words text is x ∈ R100000, because 100K words in our vocabulary!
I A bit easier for other linguistic entities (parts of speech, etc)...
I ...but their feature combinations yield millions of resulting features.
I It’s very difficult to learn good weights for them all.
I Feature extraction step haunted NLP practitioners for several decades.
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One-hot representations: let’s recall

Feature model for parsing

‘Is the 1st word to the right wild, and the 3rd word to the left a verb?’
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One-hot representations: let’s recall

We can do better
I Is there a way to avoid using multitudes of discrete categorical features?
I Yes.
I Use dense continuous features.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Discrete representations Continuous representations

I We would like linguistic entities to be represented with some meaningful
‘coordinates’.

I It would allow our models to understand whether entities (for example,
words) are more or less similar.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Vectors as coordinates
I A vector is a sequence or an array of n real values:

I [0, 1, 2, 4] is a vector with 4 components/entries (∈ R4);
I [200, 300, 1] is a vector with 3 components/entries (∈ R3);

I Components can be viewed as coordinates in an n-dimensional space;
I then a vector is a point in this space.
I 3-dimensional space:
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Feature embeddings
I Say we have a vocabulary of size |V |;
I Instead of looking at each word in V as a separate feature...
I ...let’s embed these words into a d-dimensional space.
I d � |V |
I e.g., d = 100 for a vocabulary of 100 000 words.
I Each word is associated with its own d-dimensional embedding vector;
I These embeddings are part of θ;
I can be trained together with the rest of the network.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Sparse (a) and dense (b) feature representations for
‘the_DET dog’

Q: what are the dimensionalities of word and PoS embeddings here? 13



Dense representations (embeddings)

Main benefits of continuous features
I Dimensionality of representations much lower (50-300).
I Feature vectors are dense, not sparse (usually more computationally
efficient).

I Generalization power: similar entities get similar embeddings
(hopefully).

I ‘town’ vector is closer to ‘city ’ vector than to ‘banana’ vector;
I NOUN vector is closer to ADJ vector than to VERB vector;
I iobj vector is closer to obj vector than to punct vector.

I Same features in different positions can share statistical strength:
I A token 2 words to the right and a token 2 words to the left can be one
and the same word. Would be good for the model to use this knowledge.
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Demo web service

Word vectors for English and Norwegian online
You can try the WebVectors service developed by our Language
Technology group

http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Classification workflow with dense features and feed-forward networks
1. Extract a set of core linguistic features;
2. For each feature, create or retrieve its corresponding dense vector;
3. Use any way of combining these vectors into an input vector x:

I concatenation,
I summation,
I averaging,
I etc...

4. x is now the input to our network.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Example of dense features in parsing task
(see also the PoS tagging example in [Goldberg, 2017])
I One of the first neural dependency parsers with dense features is
described in [Chen and Manning, 2014].

I Conceptually it is a classic Arc-Standard transition-based parser.
I The difference is in the features it uses:
I Dense embeddings w, t, l ∈ R50 for words, PoS tags and dependency
labels;

I nowadays, we usually use R300 (or so) embeddings for words
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Parsing with dense representations and neural networks (simplified)
I Concatenated embeddings of words (xw ), PoS tags (xt) and labels
(xl) from the stack are given as input layer.

I 200-dimensional hidden layer represents the actual features used for
predictions.

I These features (in fact, feature combinations) are constructed by the
network itself.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

Training the network
I Neural net in [Chen and Manning, 2014] is trained by gradually updating
weights θ in the hidden layer and in all the embeddings:

I minimize the cross-entropy loss L(θ)
I maximize the probability of correct transitions ti in a collection of n
configurations;.

I L2 regularization (weight decay) with tunable λ:

L(θ) = −
n∑
i
log(ti) + λ

2 ‖θ‖ (1)

I Most useful feature conjunctions are learned automatically in the
hidden layer!

I Notably, the model employs the unusual cube activation function
g(x) = x3
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Dense representations (embeddings)

When parsing:
1. Look at the configuration;
2. lookup the necessary embeddings for xw , xt and xl ;
3. feed them as input to the hidden layer;
4. compute softmax probabilities for all possible transitions;
5. apply the transition with the highest probability.

Word embeddings
I One can start with randomly initialized word embeddings.
I They will be pushed towards useful values in the course of the training
by backpropagation.

I Or one can use pre-trained word vectors for initialization.
I More on this in the next lecture.
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Dense representations (embeddings)

This neural parser achieved excellent performance
I Labeled Attachment Score (LAS) 90.7 on English Penn TreeBank
(PTB)

I MaltParser 88.7
I MSTParser 90.5

I 2 times faster than MaltParser ;
I 100 times faster than MSTParser.
...started the widespread usage of dense representations in NLP.
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Dense Representations of Linguistic Features

One-hot VS dense vectors
I Conceptually these two representations are similar...
I ...when used with deep neural networks.
I If you use sparse BoW as features, your first hidden layer size is most
certainly much smaller than the size of vocabulary;

I then it learns dense representations for the words anyway (in the first
weight matrix).

I When using dense inputs outright, we simply make it explicit;
I It is also usually more efficient.
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Combining embeddings

Many features, one input vector
I Before feeding embeddings into network, one must combine them.
I Consider the focus word ‘learning ’ above...
I ...and the context words in 2-token window to its right and left.
I We want to somehow represent the focus word using only its context.
I Each unique word is assigned a dense vector:

I ‘method ’ → a
I ‘for ’ → b
I ‘high’ → c
I ‘quality ’ → d
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Combining embeddings

I

What can be the input vector x representing ‘learning’?
I We can concatenate:

x = [a; b; c; d]
I We can sum (‘Continuous Bag of Words’ or CBOW ):

x = a + b + c + d

I We can average:
x = a+b+c+d

4
I Various weights may be applied to the vectors...
I etc.

Question: what information is preserved only by concatenation?
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Dense Representations of Linguistic Features

I want good vectors for my features!
I It is possible to treat feature embeddings as all other θ parameters...
I ...and train them with the rest of the network...
I ...but then you must have enough supervised data to learn good
representations.

I Especially difficult for words (too many of them!)
I Often a better solution is to get good pre-trained embeddings from
elsewhere;

I ‘good ’ here means ‘similar entities have similar embeddings’.
I Say, we have an auxiliary supervised task with more annotated data.
I This task can produce feature embeddings as a byproduct.

This is usually not the case :-(. What about unsupervised auxiliary tasks?
Here comes language modeling.
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Language modeling

Predicting the next word in the text given the previous words:

(XKCD)
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Language modeling task definition

Modeling linguistic sequences
I Task 1: to assign probabilities to natural language sequences:

I ‘What is the probability of lazy dog?’
I ‘What is the probability of The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog?’
I ‘What is the probability of green colorless ideas sleep furiously?’

I Task 2: to assign a probability for the likelihood of a word a to follow a
word sequence S of length n:

I ‘What is the probability of seeing jumps after The quick brown fox?’
I These two tasks are mathematically equivalent.

P(w1:n) = P(w1)P(w2|w1)P(w3|w1:2)P(w4|w1:3)...P(wn|w1:n−1) (2)
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Language modeling task definition

Markov assumption
I Multiplying hundreds or thousands of probabilities can be cumbersome.
I Hence, the Markov assumption a.k.a. Markov property:

I future is independent of the past given the present.
I In LM context: we can look at only the last k words.
I It is a simplification, but it produces good results anyway.

I Language modeling is widely used in NLP applications (text messaging,
machine translation, chat-bots,summarization...).

I LMs are measured by perplexity (how surprised is the model by test
word sequences, the lower the better).

I For a test corpus of n word tokens:

probs =
n∑

i=1
log2 LM (wi |w1:i−1)

perplexity = 2− 1
probs

(3)
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Traditional approach to LM

Old way: extract probabilities from corpus counts!
1. Take a large enough corpus;
2. count all sequences;
3. use maximum likelihood estimate for each word m:

P̂ ((wi+1 = m) |wi−k:i) = #(wi−k:i+1)
#(wi−k:i )

4. where # are corpus counts.
5. Et voila! You have probabilities for all seen words given previous

sequences:
P̂ ((w4 = jumps) |[the, quick, brown, fox ]) = 0.5

6. .. because your corpus had 2 occurrences of ‘the quick brown fox ’, and
in one case it was followed by ‘jumps’, while in another by ‘barks’.
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Traditional approach to LM

Many shortcomings
I Sequence not seen in the training data? P̂ = 0
I There are ways to deal with unseen events...

I but they are tricky...
I ...and do not scale well to larger n-grams.

I Unseen events become more frequent as one increases k;
I number of possible word combinations is |V |k ;
I for the vocabulary of 10 000 words and 5-grams: 100005.
I Number of parameters increases exponentially with increasing k.
I Words are discrete features:

I Representation power not shared between similar words
I If we saw ‘fox eats’ and ‘dog eats’ 1000 times each, but never saw ‘wolf

eats’, the probability of ‘wolf eats’ will still be 0.
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New way: neural language modeling
I Neural LM model proposed in [Bengio et al., 2003]:
I concatenate learned embeddings of the previous k words;
I this concatenation is fed into a feed-forward neural network...
I ...with hidden layers and non-linearities;
I cross-entropy loss, the next words as the gold predictions.
I Output probability distribution over possible next words across the
vocabulary V (using softmax and the second embedding matrix).

I Input and output vocabularies can be different.
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New way: neural language modeling

Feedforward neural LM moving through a text
(from Jurafsky and Martin, 2019)
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New way: neural language modeling

The world is changing fast
I Modern neural language models are mostly based on recurrent or
transformer architectures.

I This online demo uses transformer-based GPT-2 [Radford et al., 2019] for
language generation:

I https://talktotransformer.com/

I More on that in the next lectures.
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New way: neural language modeling

Benefits
I Outperforms traditional LMs as measured by perplexity.
I Scales well: higher k leads to linear increase in the parameters number...
I ...in traditional LMs it was exponential.
I Words in different positions share statistical strength.
I Generalizations to unseen data: similar words get similar representations
in the embedding and the output layers:

I ‘fox eats’: seen 1000 times; ‘dog eats’: seen 1000 times; ‘wolf eats’: seen
0 times; P̂([wolf , eats])� 0, because ‘wolf ’ is similar to ‘fox ’ and ‘dog ’.

I Can easily add more hidden layers.

Shortcomings
I Expensive softmax over V in the output layer.
I Increasing the output |V | can significantly slow down the network
(already slower than traditional models).

I There are ways to deal with this (more in the next lecture).
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Neural LM and word embeddings

What about word embeddings? Let’s recall:
I ‘Generalizations: similar words get similar representations in the

embedding layer ’
I Yes: the neural LM learns representations for words as a byproduct of
the training process.

I These representations are similar for semantically similar words.
I But this is exactly what we need: good word embeddings from an
auxiliary unsupervised (or semi-supervised) task.

I Language models are trained on raw texts, no manual annotation
needed.

I And we have lots of raw texts.

How come that we can get good word embeddings without any
manual supervision? Let’s see in the next lecture!
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Next group session: February 12

I Discussing Obligatory 1: typical issues, do’s and dont’s.
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Next lecture trailer: February 18

I Obligatory 1 results

Distributional hypothesis and distributed word embeddings
I Distributional hypothesis: ‘Meaning is context’
I Word2vec revolution.
I Training word embeddings on large text corpora.
I (Societal) bias in word embeddings.
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